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• 	 SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON TIlE PROBABILITY OF NUCLEAR FISSION 

Robert Vandenboscht  and Glenn T. Seaborg 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

• 	 November 1957 

ABSTRACT 

A semi -empirical 

include the effects of unpaired nucleons on the rate of spontaneous fission. 

Excitation functions for the (a)n) reactions of Ra226, Th 230 , and u236 have 

been measured. These results and reported cross sections for other (a,ls-n) 

reactions in the heaviest elements have been analyzed In terms of fission and 

neutron-emission competition to obtain mean values of /1/ /l 	These mean 

values of /'/ Pf have been correlated with neutron binding energies and 

fission thresholds. 

* 
This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission. It is based in part on work done by Robert Vandenbosch in partial 

fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph O D, degree at the University of 

California. 

te8ent address: Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois. 
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON TEE PROBABILITY OF NUCLEAR FISSION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In their original considerations of the fission process employing the 
1 

liquid drop model, Bohr and Wheeler showed the potential importance of a fis- 

sionability parameter Z 2/A which represents the ratio of the 

repulsive energy to the stabilizing nuclear surface energy. This parameter 

has been used to designate the relative ;:tenderc. of different heavy 

nuclei for thrmal-neutron-inducd fission, 2 ' 3  

The probabilities for fission deduced from fast neutron (3-5 Mev) fis-

sion cross sections have been correlated with Z 2/A 	and also with the dif- 

ference between the fission threshold and neutron binding energy. 6  Huizenga, 

indler, and Duffield correlated the relative photofission yields ('15 Mev) of 

different nuclei wi.th .Z /A. 
7y8 In .the present paper we shall investigate 

further the applicability of this parameter to the description of the relative 

probability for fission of various nuclei in the intermediate energy range up 

to about 50 Mev, 

The total fission cross section for the reaction of charged particles 

with heavy elements is not a very sensitive measure of the relative fission-

ability of different nuclides, as the fission cross section usually accounts 

for more than 80% of the total reaction cross section and does not vary much 
10 

from nuclide to nuclide. 
9, However, the effect of fission competition on 

spallation reactions, particularly those occuring by compound nucleus mecha-

nisms, is quite a sensitive measue of fissionability. 9  The (a, 1 n) reaction 

is particularly sensitive to fission competition as fission has had four 

chances to compete with neutron emission lQflg, the evaporation chain. It is 

also quite likely that the (a,li-n) reaction proceeds almost exclusively through 

a compound nucleus mechanism. For these reasons the (a,li.n) reaction was chosen 

to investigate the applicability of the parameter Z 2/A to fission competition 

in the heavy elements at moderate excitation energy. In addition to making 

a literature survey of measured (a,)-i.n) excitation functions of fissionable 

elements, a few isotopes were chosen for additional study. These experiments 

are described briefly in Section II, and a discussion of the results in terms 
11 

of these considerations follows in Section Ill, 
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In connection with this description as well as in coni•ectiOn with the 

description of other results obtained in our general program of investigation 

of spallation-fission competition in the heaviest elements 10  values for the 

fission energetic thresholds for the various nuclei have been needed0 A 

number.of methods for .calculating.fission thresholds are available3,12 '
13  and 

one of the simplest3  is based on a comparison with the spontaneous fission 

decay rates, for even-even nuclidese The applicability of this method of 

calculating fission thresholds is further extended in Section A of this paper 

where the effects of different nuclear types are considered and .a concept of 
• . 	activation energy for fission is discussed0 

A. Activation Energy for Fission 

It has been hom that spontaneous fission lifetimes for even-even 

nuclldes have an exponential dependence on the parameter Z2/A016 

Several years ago a semi-empirical equation 17  for the fission barrier,.Eb, was 

derived from an empirical equation for observed spontaneous fission lifetimes 

and from theoretical considerations on the barrier penetration probability for 

spontaneous fission. It was assumed that the form of an equation given by 
12 	-21 	7085E Frankel and Metropolis, T = 10 	x .10 	seconds, governing the dependence 

of spontaneous fIssion half life on the fission barrier is approximately 

correct. This led to the expressionEb = (190 - 036 Z 2/A) Mev, This is 

applicable only to intermediate compound nuclei of the even-even type because 

the relationship between observed spontaneous fission lifetimes and Z/A 

applies only to this nuclear type. Even-odd and odd-even nuciis are 

retai'ded in their rate of spontaneous fission decay by an average factor of 

about103 , and the decay rates of odd-odd nuclides are retarded by a factor of 

about .10, The equation given by Frankel and Metropolis, 12  T .= ,io 2lxiol•85 4E 

seconds, predicts that each factor of ten increase in half life corresponds to 

an increase of about.00l3 .Mev in barrier height0 This is consistent with the 

fission lifetimes of 
238 

 i . U 	n its ground .state and .at the fission threshold. 
-1I1 

• Assuming a fission lifetime of about 10 	seconds at the observed .photofission 

• 	threshold of 5.1Mev, the lifetime of U238  excited to 5.1 Mev is approxi- 
23 8  mately 10 times shorter than the fission lifetime of u 	in its. growid state, 
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16 
which has a spontaneous fission half life of about 10 years, This corre- 

sponds to 0,136 Mev change in barrier height for each factor of ten change in 

fission lifetime, in satisfactory agreement with the value predicted by the 

equation of Frankel and Metropolis. Use of their predicted value indicates 

that fission barriers for even-odd and odd-even nuclides are higher than even-

even nuclides by about 0.4 Mev, and for odd-odd nuclides are higher by about 

0.7 Mev, Thus, the relationship becomes 

(I) Eb = (19,0 + 0,36 Z2/A + €) Mev 

where €• = .0 for even-even nuclides, € = 0,4 for even-odd and odd-even .nuclides 

and € = 0,7 for odd-odd nuclides. 

Due to the barrier-penetration nature of the fission process, induced 

fission will be observed at the point below the barrier where the time for 

fission becomes comparable with the time for gamma emission, i,e., in a time 

of about 10-1I.  seconds. The required energy of activation, E , will be less 
a 	-21 

than the barrier height, Eb, which represents a fission time of some 10 

seconds, Thus, if we again use the relationship that each factor of ten in 

rate corresponds to some 0.13 Mev of energy, it follows that E, is, in general, 

some 0.9 Mev less than .E 
b 

The energy difference B:. (neutron binding energy) minus E (calculated) 

has been tabulated in Table I, and the correlation with slow-neutron fission 

is surprisingly good. The nuclides which show a positive energy difference 

have a fission cross section greater than about one barn, and the nuclides with 

a nagative (Br  minus E) energy difference have fission cross sections below 

this arbitrary line of demarcation for slow-neutron fissionable nuclides. 

When the value of .E .exceeds the neutron binding energy, Bc, leading to a 

negative value for (B.. minus Ea) in Table I, this should be equal to the 

neutron threshold for fission. From the table, the following nuclides should 

have the indicated thresholds for neutron-induced fission: Th 232  (0,9 Mev), 

Pa21  (0.Mev), u23  (0,3 Mev), U236  (0,3 Mev), U238  (0.9 Mev), and Np 237  

(0,3 Mev). 	Fission thresholds are not sharp due to the barrier penetration 

nature of the fission process and therefore experimentally determined thresholds 

depend somewhat on the sensitivity of the measuring technique. The following 

thresholds have been experimentally determined:18  Th232  (1.1 Mev), Pa231 
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Table I. Correlation of slow neutron fissionab,lity with activation energy 
for fission and corresponding neutron binding energy. 

E * 
	

B 	 B 	. Slow 	. Source of Slow 
b 	 a 	' 	' 	. 	-E n 	 Neutron . Neutron Fis- Nuclide 	. 	 . 

(Mev) 	(Mev) 	(Mev) 	(Mev) 	Fission. 	sion Cross 
ability 	Sectiona 

Ra226 7,1 6,,2 -1,7 
228  Ra 7.2 6,3 4.8 . 	15 

Ac 227  72 .6,3 5,0 -1,3 

6.2 5,3 7,1 1.8 
m228 6.7 5,8 5,4 _0,4 

Th229  6.3 5.4 6, 1,3 

m230  6,8 5.9 5,0 -0,9 

6,9 6,0 5,1 -0,9 

'Th233  6.5 5.6 6.1 

Th 
234 

7.0 6,1 4 ,6 '  

Pd 230 
	

, 6,5 5.6 . 	6.8 1,2 

Pa23' 6,8 59 55 . 

Pa232  6.6. ,  5,7 6,7 1,0 

Pa233  7,0 6,1 5,2 -0,9 

U23°  6,2 5.3 569 o.6 

U231  5,9 5,0 7,3 23 

6,3 5,4 5.9 0,5 

u233  6,0 5,1 6,8 1,7 
U 
234 

6,4 5.5 5,2 -0,3 

U235  6,1 5.2 6,1• 1,2 
u236 6, 5,6 53 -0,3 
u238 	. 6,6 5.7 48 -0,9 

U239 	. 6,3 5,4 5,9 0,5 

NP 
234 

6,1 5,2 6,8 1,7 
Np236 6,2 ' 	5,3 	. 6,8 .0,5 

Np237  6,6 57 5. -0,3 
Np238 6,4 5.5 6.2 0,7 

Np239  6.7 5,8 5.1 -0,7 
(continued) 

+ 



Table. T.jqon  
* 

B B :Slow Soirce.of Slow 
n 	a Neutron Neutron.Fis- 

Nuclade (Mev) (Mev). (Nev) .(Mev) Fission,, sion. Cress 
• ability Section 

236 6,0 51 61 lO + b 

• 	p238 61 52 .56 

Pu239  5,8 15 + 
p20 62 53 •5 •01 + c 

59 50 62 12 + 
• 	p22 

63 52 •51 -Ol d 
Am 241 

.62 53 .56 0.3 + 
A2l2m 6o 51 6,3 1.2 + 
A22 6.0 56 1  6.3 1.2 

5 , 5 •52 -03 - 

c22 5.8 4. 9 57 08 

5, 1,5 67 202 

Cm 244 5,9 •50 5,7 07 

.cm.25 .55 4.6 6 1.8 + 
cr29 5l L2 66 22 
E25 5 , 5 5,8 1,2 + f 

Potential barrier for fission. 

Activation energy for.fission0 

Neutron binding energy for nuclide with mass number A + 1. 

The + denotes cross section for fission is greater than about 1 barn0 

The 	denotes crosssection .for fission is less than about .1barn. 
a Exceptwhenzioted otherwise all of.the cross sections were taken from. 

the compilations of Ref. 18 or Huizenga, Manning, and Seahorg,. The 
• Actinide Elements, edited.by  G. T. Seaborg and J. J. Katz, (NcGraw-Hill 

•Book.Co. Inc., New York, 19511.)Chap,  20, NationalNuclear EnergySeries, 
Vol. 14A, Div0 IV, p 	839 
J, R. Huizenga, private communiation (1957) 

c 
Hulet,Bowman, Michel andHoff,.Phys0 Rev0 102, 1621.(1956) 

d ..W. C. Bentley etaL, Proceedings of the Ir.ternational .Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic. Energy, Geneva, 1955 (Un'ited.Nations;New York, 
1956) Vol. 7, P. 261 

e •Hulet, Hoff, Bowman .and Michel,. Phys. Rev. 107, 1294 (1957). 

•S, G. Thompson et.aL, unpublished..results, 1955. 



(0.4 Mev), u23 (0,3 Mev), u236 (0,6 .Mev), u238 (0,9 Mev), and Np237  (0,3 Mev), 

It can be seen that the agreement between the predicted and the experimentally 

determined threshold values is good. 

Recently.a method for exciting nuclei to less than the neutron binding 

energy by the (d,p) reaction has been developed to measure fission thresholds 0 19  

The fission threshold is obtained by measuring the energy spectrum of protons 

in coincidence with fission events induced, by deuterons of known energy. Pre- 
20 i 
	

235 
liminary results 	ndicate that U 	undergoes fission at an excitation energy 

of about 1,2 Mev below that given to it by an added slow neutron, in good 

agreement with the predicted value of 1,2 Mev suggested by Table I. 

The E values calculated from an. equation using a straight line de- 

2  pendence of spontaneous fission half lives on .Z/A can be only appro:>dmate at 

best, 'because the rate for this process depends on more complicated factors 

than just a dependence on Z 2/A. Although the parameter Z 2/A accounts for the 

general trend of spontaneous fission lifetimes, it has been pointed out that 

for a given value of Z the half life goes through a maximum as A varies, 21  

In addition it has been noted that there is an increase in the spontaneous 
13,23 

fission rate for nuclides with more than 152 neutrons0 22 Swiatecki 	has 

successfully related these deviations from a simple Z 2/A calculation by 

considering the energy difference between a smooth saddle .point energy surface 

(as a function of Z and N) and the actual experimental ground state masses, 
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110 EXRTh1fl?AL. RESULTS 

Excitation functions for the (.;In)  reactions of .Ra226 , Th 230 and 

were measured using the -externl.beam of the -.Crocker Laboratory 60-inch cyclo- 
.226 

tron, The radium used was-isotopically pure Ra •, -The thorium had an isotbpic 

composition of 87. 85 ± 0 i% Th230  and 12 22 ± 0 i% Th 232  The uranium had an 

isotopic composition of.9L9% 
j236  o,o .,u23, 4.52% U235 , and .0,51%.U238, 

The targets were prepared -by lectrodeposit-ion .of the various materials onto 

gold or aluminum foils The uranium and radium targets were -dissolved after 

each bombardment and plutonium -and thoriuni fractions, respectively, were 

isolated -radiochemically. -A recoil .tecbni.que-, similar:in principle to that 

described by Harvey, et21,.,2 was used .for.the thorium-cross section measure-

ments, . This permitted-the use of-the same target for all of the -bombardments. 

A small amount of -Pu239  was also deposited .in the thorium target and the Pu 239  

(a,3n):Cm20 reaction, for which absolute cros.s section.s have -been measured, 9  

was used as a monitor reaction to -determine the -collection efficiency of the 

heavy-element-nuclei recoils. The -catcher foils were dissolved and-the uranium. 

and -curium fractions were -isolated radiochemically. The amounts of the various 

alpha-emitting products -we-re -determined by use of 52%-geometry ionization 

counters and multi-channel alpha-pulse-height -analyzers. 
226 	226 

The cross sections determined for -the -Ra 	(a, 1 -n.) :Th 	reaction are 
listed-in Table II and illustrated i-n:Fig. l. The estimated limits of -error - - 

of -± 20% are -due principally to uncertafnties - in determining the amount of 

target material which was bonibarded. - 	 - 	 - - 
230 	 - 

The cross sections.for the Th 	-(a,Ii.n) U 
230  reaction, corrected for 

recoil efficiency, are listed in --Table III ----d illustrated in -Fig. 2. The 
- 	239, 	21i.0 	 average 

	

- 	 - 

results -from the monitor -reaction -Pu - ia,3n) -Cm 	indicated an  

-recoil collection efficiency of -80 ± 5%-for all of -the -bombardments, -The 

-estimated -limits-of .rror for the corrected.(a,4n) reaction cross sections 

are±7%. - - 
- 	 - 

- The cross sections f -or the -t
236 

 (a,li-n) Pu
236  -reaction -are listed in 

Table TV. and illustrated in--Fig. 3. The :Contrjbutjon.of the..u236  -produced by 

the (a,3n) -reaction, from the :U235  present in the -target has -been- subtraced, 

- Any appreciable contribution of Pu236  from th-e -dec-ay of Np 6  was --eliminated by 

removing neptunium -chemically very soon aft -er the -bombardment. The estimated 

--limits of -error are listed in the -table. 
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22 
Table II. Ra 	(a,iI-n) Th 

22
cross sections (mb) as a function of helium-ion 

energy, 

E (Mev) 	 a (mb) 

35,6 	 110±20 
38,2 	 270±50 
39. 4 	 260±50 
3911. 	 380±80 
11.0,8 	 500±100 
42.7 	 11.20±80 
44 .7 	 11.90±100 
45.5 	 200± 11.0 

Table III, Th230  (a,n) U20  cross. sections (mb) as a function of helium-ion 
energy, 

E (Mev) 	 . 	a (mb) 

38.0 	 2,8±0,2 
11.0,0 	 10b2±0,7 
41.2 	 12,5±0,9 
11.2,6 	. 	 12,9±0,9 
43.3 	 12,2±0,8 
141.,2 	. 	 . 	 11.5±068 

Table IV. u236  (a,l1.n) 	
236 

 cross sections (mb) as a Lunction of helium-ion 
energy, 	. 

E (Mev) . 	 a (mb) 

311.,5 	 0,11±0,1 
38,11. 	 2,0±0,2 
2.0 	. . 	 41±04 

11.5.6 	 . 	3,6±0,4 
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Fig. 1. Excitation function for the Ra226 (a,n) m226 

reaction. 
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'I 

Fig. 2. Excitation function for the Th230  (a,1n) U230  

reaction. 
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Fig. 3. Excitation function for the u236  (an) p236 

reaction. 
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1110 DISCUSSION. 

The excitation. functios shown in Figs. 1 to 3 are illustrative of the 

large variations in cross sections for (.a,4n) reactions of fissionable nuclides. 

In order to arrive at some semi.-quanitative measure of the effective coinpeti-

tion between neutron-einission.and fission, we will attempt to relatetheobserwd 

cross sections to partial level widths for the various modes of decay of the 

compound..nucieus, which are in turn 4nverse.iy related to the mean lifetimes of 

the coound nucleus with respect to the different modes of decay. The deduc-

tion of level width ratios (branching ratios) .from..a,xn excitation functions 

ias been .described.by Glass et aL 25 If we assume that for ;excitation energies 

above the fission threshold and neutron binding .energy the width for gamma ray 

de-excitation, as well as for proton and other charged particle emIssion, is 

negligible, we can, write the expression for the neutron branching ratio (level 

width, forneutron. emission divided by total level width for.all.the possible 

products of the disintegration of the compound nucleus) as ç/(ç + 

This ratio will hence forth be designated as G. The cross section for the 

reaction at the peak of the excitation function can then be written, as 

a (a,1in) = GG 	G .G 	GT 

where the subscripts 1, .2, 3, and ii. refer to the branching ,'atio for the emis-

sion of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and li.th neutron. Since the neutrons are evaporated 

with a distribut±on in kinetic energy, one •does not expect.the cross section 

corresponding to. the.:peak of the (a)ls.n) excitation. function for a non-fIssionable 

nucleus to be equal to the cross section for compound nucleus formation, Thus 

we must use for aT  the cross sectior o would expect for the (a,li-n) reaction 

t its peak if.fission were not competing. This value has been estimated to 

be 1.2 barns from .(,4n.).excit'at.ion functions of lead isotopes. 
26 This has 

been used for all .nuclei.;considered and although this choice is somewhat arbi-

traxy it will not introduce any appreciable uncertainty in our comparisons. 

AlL of the available cro.ss sections for (a,li-n) reactions have been 

sumtnarized in..Table.V, including those reported in this work. The source of 

the data is listed,in.the , last.column of the thble. Wheneve. possible the 
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Heavy element cross sections for the (a,n) reaction 

of neutron to fission width ratios derived from these 

and mean values 

cross sections. 

Target c (mb) G 	= 	11 /1  T/ /1  F Reference 
Nuclide mean mean 

Ra226  500 0.80 4,0 28 

m230 13,0 0.32 
V  

o,118 28 

55 o,46 0.86 29 

U233 
0,6a 0,15 0,18 10 

u23 	. 1,0 0.17 0,21 30 

U235  2.5 0,21 0,27 10 

u2 36  11..2 0.2 11. 0,32 28 

u238  58 31 

p238 03a 0,13 0,15 9 

Pu239 
09a 0,17 0,20 9 

PU 
240 . 	 0•0 0,16 0,19 32 

p242 8.6 0.29 0.11.1 9 
Am 243 14 0,34 .•052 33 

Cm2l 03b .0,13 0,15 34 

,Bk29 6•0b 
0,27 0,36 . 	 211 

Cf252  2.2 . 	 0,21 .. 	0,27 . 	 35 

a Cross section is very approximate, 

b Lower limit, as excitation function is still ris±ng at highest energy for 
which a cross section is reported, 

value of the cross section corresponds to that at the peak of the excitation 

function. All of the data available have been listed, although some of the 

data are approximate or preliminary in nature. The ihiLrc3L column lists the 

geometric iean values of Obtained from the relation 

a(a,li.n) 
n 	\J 	.1,200 

where the ..cross sections are given in millibarns. Again assuming that the 
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total width fj -= P -+ i, 	 rF. mean values of /.have.been calculated. and are. 

lIsted in the third colunm0 From this type of experimental -data .we cannot 

isolate the fission width explicitly, bat :-only the ratio of the neutron width 

to the.fission width0 

Examination of the mean values of the neutron-ênission width to fission 

width ratib.s.3 reveals -that for a given atomic number, the ratio f/ r in-

creases with increasing mass number0 This trend appears to be much stronger 

than -that predicted by the -  paramet.erZ/A-, and thus is probably closely related 

to the fact that neutron binding energies show a general .trend to decreasing 

systematically with in-creasing mass number0 . The ratio of neutron-emission to 

fission widths -deduced..from the cross sections-for (.a,li.n) reactio.s of uranium 

and -plutonium isotopes are shom.as a function of-mass number in-Fig0 1 

Batzei s values 5  derived from fast-neutron fission cross secti-ons of various 

uranium isotope.s are shown for comparisOn.0 It - is seen -that - the rate -of change 

of the neutron to fission width ratio with -  mass number is approximately the 

same for uranium, plunium .and curium compound nuclei 

By making some -siiify1ng as-si2ntions,- it is -possible to -derive .ap--

proximate theoretical formulae for the -fission width and neutron-emission 

width)' 27  In -parti-cular,-the -treatment involves- some--assumptions which are 

not valid at--low ecitation..energy0 By aasuming that the lëvel.density para-

meters-of.the par-ant .nucleus---apart -from the--excitation energy dependence--are 

- --the same- as those -of-the fissioning nucleus at the saddle point-and adopting a 

-Fermi-gas model -of - the nucleus, .-Fujimoto and Yamaguchi 27  have given the fission 

width as 

	

-- 	-E -T 
tF(E) -: 	exp -- 

where E is the -excItation -energy, Ef  is the- ;fssion --threshold, and the nuclear 

temperature T.is taken -as -being proportional to the -sguar-e root of-the excita-

tion-energy0 In -the -same- --approxiat-ion -the -neutron width is given-as 

	

- 	2/3 	--B 
- 	1 	A 	- 	 -2 

f(E) 	 -(Texp -- ..---.(--) 	-( 	K- 	
:) 	 - 

where K-' 	. 10Mev and -B is the neutron binding --energy0 
- 	 2 	 -n 

-2 m 
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MASS NUMBER 
MU- 14372 

Fig. 1i. Mean value of r'/rf derived from (a,4n) cross 

sections. of uranium isotopes (circles) and 

plutonium isotopes (squares) vs mass number of 

target nuclide. BatzeJis values of r Irf  de-
rived from fast.neutron cross sections for 

uranium isotopes (triangles) are shom for 

comparison. 
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Combining..these expressions gives the following relation.: 

r 	 E 
f 
 -B 

1
___
0 exp 

If one uses the fission .ctivation energies obtained from equation (I) and .a 

reasonable value for the nuclear tenerature, (1-2 Mev) one obtains -from this 
equation values of r1j,  which are several times Jarger than the experimental 
values listed in Table. V.  

However, the qualitative-behavior predicted by this relationship may be 

compared with experiment. . Since 

r 	Pn 

(\ ( I F
n 	n

FFF2 	) 3 VF/ 

we may write 
2/3 

je7

pF-.___________ 

Tk 
(Ef -B). 

where the subscripts have the same meaning as before. Taking the logarithm 
2/3 

	

Ii. 	( 	- .:B.) .  
. 	. 	 f 

L, 	
ni 

fl 	10 	
+ 1/4.. 	T i:l 

it is seen that the logarithm of the neutron to fission width ratio should be 

.a function of the difference between the fission threshold and the neutron .b:ind-

ing. . energy.  

In .Fig. 5 we have plotted the logarithm of the neutron to fission width 

ratios listed in. Table V vs. the difference between the sum of the four neutron 

binding energies and the sum of the four fission .activation energies for the 

compound nuclei .encountered.in the evaporation chain. The fission activation 

energies were calculated using the formula presented . in the first part 

of this paper, and the neutron binding engies are those calculated by 

B. M.. Foreman, Jr,, and listed by Hyde and Seaborg, 6  Considering the .ap-

proximations in both the theoretical treatmen.t..and the analysis of experi-

mental data, the correlation .appears to fit qu:i.te well except for the point 
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Fig. 5. Mean values of rI from (a,Li-n) cross sections 

vs difference between sum of the four neutron 

binding energies and the sum of the four fission 

activation energies for compound nuclei- encoun-

tered in the evaporation chain. The labels refer 

to the target nucleus and the circles with arrows 

indicate a lower limit. 
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representing helium-ion induced .reations ofRa226.  It would appear that for 

elements lighter-than .thprium these simple relationships are not a good ap-

proximation, All of the target .nuclides represented in. Fig. 5 are of even 

atomic number except for .Ath23  and  Bk29, . It might 'be' .expet,ed .that these 

points would be hIgh relative to even atomic number. targets on the basis of 

the relative level densities of the products formed by neutron evaporation0. 

For an .(a,4n) reaction of .an. even-even .or even-odd target nuclide, two of the 

residual nuclei formed by neutron evaporation are of even-even .nuclear.type 

and two are.of even-odd nuc'lear:type. However for target nuclides with odd 

atomic number,two of the residual nuclei formed are odd-even and-two are odd-

odd. . Since odd-A and odd-odd nuclei are believed to have higher level 

densitjes . -than even-even nuclei, neutron evaporation might be expected to be 

more prominent....or targets withodd atomic number0 This effect would probably 

be most±mportant at the last stage or two of the evaporation proc'ss. 

Me'dows 37  has experimentally confirmed an effect .of ,  this nature in the yields 

of (p,pn) and (p,2n) reactions. 

In .the analysis of t . (dn) 'dross sections to obtain neutron-emission 

to fission width ratios, it has been assumed that.there is no large varia-

tion of the neutron-to-fission -width. ratios with excitation energy0 

Eerimentally it . is rather difficult to obtain . information on .this problem. 

However, the-rather flat plateaus observed in fast-neutron-induced fission 

excitation .functions indicats that the relative probability for neutron-

emission and fission. is not strongly dependent on e-xc4tation energy for this 

relatively narrqw range of excitation energies. Batze1 5  has analyzed the 

data ..for the 340-Mev proton-induced spallation of uranium
38  .and -concludes 

that the assumption that is independent of excitation energy 

is -a better approximation than the assumption that -the probability of emission 

.of a neutron in.reases much more- rapidly as a function ..of excitation energy 

than does the probability of fission. If.-oneconsiders the mean value of 

Ir obtained from an (,1.n) cross section to approximate that -of the:inter-

mediate .product half-way along ,the..neuton -evaporation chain,, it is possible 

to .coiuparethe-meanvalues.ofr./r obtained from (a,li.n) cross sections with 
- 	,nF 	 -23)-i. 

'values from fast neutron fission in the two cases for the compound nuclei U 

and Pu2O.  The mean value of r/r'F obtained from cross sections for the Th 
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(cr,Li-n) U 
232  .reaction is 087 for an approximate average excitation energy of 

20 Mev, while that from •U233  plus fast neutros is 08 for an excitation energy 

of 10 ev Similarly the value of 11 	from cross sections for the u238(a,1n). 

238 reaction is 058 for an average excitation .enery of about 20 Mev, while 

that from Pu239  plus fastneutrons is 0.76 for an excitation of 10 Mev. 

Althoi.igi comparison of the 	values obtained from ..tie two types of infor 

mation can only be.. approxImate, .the relative probability for fission compared 

with neutron-emission does not seem to be strongly dependent on .ec'itaton 

energy, 

7. 
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